I. INTRODUCTION
Active sensing (AS) is one of the most fundamental problems and challenges in mobile robotics which seeks to maximize the efficiency of an estimation task by actively controlling the sensing parameters [1] . AS can be divided into two sub-tasks: the identification of a point of interest (PoI) to achieve (e.g. object to sense, estimation of vantage points, or selection of sensing modalities) and the ability of a robot to navigate through the environment to reach a certain goal location. In teams of heterogeneous robots that employ different sensory modalities, AS is of particular interest as it can be used to resolve observation ambiguities.
Friston [2] states that minimizing free energy is equivalent to maximizing model evidence, which is equivalent to minimizing the complexity of accurate explanations for observed outcomes. Following this principle, if one could directly obtain an estimation of free energy through the current observation, a controller for sensing parameters can be learned that minimizes free energy. This approach would enable intrinsically motivated training, comparable to curiosity driven learning as proposed by Pathak et al. [3] , which facilitates the autonomous gathering of information about the environment. Moreover, it would enable an epistemic (ambiguity resolving) goal-directed behavior, as it would only take the effort to approach a particular sensor configuration if, and only if, it helps to resolve a observation ambiguity.
This issue was addressed by Korthals et al. [4] , who proposed a novel approach to AS, which intrinsically reduces ambiguities of observations through epistemic actions. They facilitated the correlation between maximization of the trainable evidence lower bound (ELBO), through a multi-modal variational autoencoder (M 2 VAE), with the minimization of variational free energy, resulting in active-sensing with epistemic behaviors. Every sensing agent was trained by applying a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) approach utilizing separate deep Q-learning [5] , such that every agent learns the interplay between state, action, and reward.
This contribution focuses on a detailed and extended description of the architecture used in [4] . We comprise the interplay between the M 2 VAE and an environment to a † Bielefeld University, Cluster of Excellence Cognitive Interaction Technologies, Inspiration 1, 33619 Bielefeld, Germany ‡ JL is with the Australian Centre for Robotic Vision, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia * tkorthals@cit-ec.uni-bielefeld.de perceived environment, on which an agent can act, in Section II. Then we conclude with a comparison to curiosity-driven learning in Section III.
II. APPROACH
The perceived environment (c.f. Fig. 1 ) is an environment with observation post-processing that consists of four parts: the original environment (simulator or real-world), the state transition function f , the deep generative model M 2 VAE, and the reward function r. The original environment manages K robots equipped with one of M sensing modalities. It executes control action A t ∈ A for one robot k, and generates its sensor observations O t+1 . An action A for some chosen robot k lets it drive and observe PoI n in the environment. The M 2 VAE was pre-trained as described in [6] on M modalities with Gaussian parameter layers in the bottleneck that produce an embedding z = (µ, σ) (Notice that z is a tuple of statistical parameters). The encoder networks of the M 2 VAE are used to encode a current observation O t+1 , while its decoder networks are used to decode a former embedding z t to O t that can be fused via re-encoded with the current observations. The state transition function f (S t+1 | S t , A t , z t+1 ) produces the new state S t+1 based on the taken action A t , the former state S t , and the new embedding z t+1 . The reward function r calculates, based on the shift between the observations' embeddings z t and z t+1 the reward R t+1 . Unlike the reward function defined by Korthals et al. [4] , we based a new definition of reward on the epistemic value defined by Friston et al. [7] which is the mutual information between hidden states: r (z t , z t+1 ) ∝ D KL (z t ||z t+1 ). The epistemic value reports the reduction in uncertainty about hidden states afforded by new observations by calculating the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) D KL . Because the KL or information gain cannot be less than zero, it disappears when the former embeddings are not informed by new observations.
The agent (c.f. Fig. 1 ) comprises a policy network that maps a state to action. While a single deep Q-network (DQN) was used as a meta-agent in [4] to control multiple robots, we extended the meta-agent to an M -headed DQN that controls each robot differently depending on its sensor modality (depicted in Fig. 1 ).
Next, we define the internal state of the perceived environment: S = (Z, V, T 1 , . . . , T K ). Fig. 1 : Overview of the meta-agent-environment interaction. The perceived environment consists of the simulator that executes actions and returns sensor readings, and a multi-modal variational autoencoder structure as proposed in [6] for calculating the reward and observation embedding. The meta-agent is requested K times for each robot, with the corresponding modality dependent head network to build the joint action A ∈ A K .
PoIs can be stored by an environmental representation like a grid-cell or topological map where every cell -or node respectively -n holds the information (µ n , σ n , v n ). A robot dependent known pose T k is given by the simulator or any localization system. The state representation S t+1 passed to the policy network is constructed for every robot k by f as follows: We decided the policy network had a fixed input size and, therefore, focus only on I PoIs in the vicinity of a robot. However, this approach is just quasi-myopic since only PoIs that have not been perceived by the same modality, indicated by V , were respected. Therefore, the state's respected surroundings can grow greedily to an arbitrary size. Thus, the robot specific state for the policy network comprises the world's state of I out of N PoI-embeddings and its path distances D for the requested robot k to every PoI: S t+1 | k = (µ 1 , . . . , µ I , D 1 , . . . , D I ).
For the agent's network output space A, we assumed that each PoI could be observed by taking one action a i , or the episode could be terminated before observing all PoIs by the selection of no-operation (NOP): A = (a 1 , . . . , a I , NOP). The agent's policy π m was calculated based on the shared network and the modality dependent head, which was always chosen with respect to the currently controlled robot. PoIs were marked as visited if the policy samples NOP and the task was done if no more PoIs could be visited anymore.
We calculate an average reward over all agents as the team rewardr = K r k for all robot's to encourage cooperative behavior. Thus, every agent followed the policy, which maximized the future expected reward for the team.
III. COMPARISON & FUTURE WORK
Inspired by active inference, our depicted architecture facilitates an unsupervised approach to learning active sensing in a heterogeneous, distributed sensor network. We furthermore hypothesize that training a variational autoencoder to facilitate its latent representation and exploiting its statistics as a reward has significant advantages over the recently published curiosity-driven approach by Pathak et al. [3] .
First, their proposed intrinsic curiosity module (ICM) only produces rewards during training and not after convergence (what is described as boredom). Second, the ICM can only learn from observations which can be manipulated by actions. While this is a beneficial feature to initially ease the training process, it prevents the learning of processes that can only be observed but not controlled or only controlled indirectly. Therefore, first, the ICM's embeddings can actually hardly be used as an input to a policy network, and second, an extrinsic reward is always necessary to enforce richer behaviors.
This hypothesis encourages future work that compares our perceived environment with the ICM. Furthermore, we will merge our proposed two-step approach to an end-to-end learning architecture.
